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BWC RECORDING 

On 1/26/2023, at approximately 1330 hours Deputy Nelson and Delarosa responded to  

, New Smyrna Beach, in reference to a wellbeing check.

Prior to arrival Deputy Delarosa contacted  (01),  is the manager ofH&H 

Products Co, in Orlando Florida.  advised   (Vl) is an employee of his 

company did not show up to work today.  received information later in the day from 

 (02).  told  yesterday at work  made a statement asking  

if he wanted to kill him, because he did not want to be alive anymore. It should be noted that 

due to the information above Deputies determined  was possibly suicidal. 

Upon arrival, Deputies encountered a green Kia Soul bearing Florida license plate  at 

the end of the driveway. The vehicle was on fire, and no one was around the vehicle. Deputy 

Nelson attempted to put out the fire with his agency issued fire extinguisher, which ultimately 

produced negative results. The vehicle was quickly engulfed in flames and Deputies awaited the 

arrival of Volusia County Fire Rescue. VCFR arrived on scene and extinguished the flames. It 

was determined that the vehicle was unoccupied. Upon conducting the wellbeing check on 

 Deputy Nelson discovered the front door unlocked and was able to be opened. At the 

time it was unclear how the fire started. While on scene Deputies were able to contact 's 

stepfather   (03).  was made aware of the fire and advised he was on his 

way to the residence from Orlando. 's mother was contacted as well and is currently on 

vacation in Gainesville, Florida. 

Deputies were informed by 's parents via telephone that  had recently bought the 

aforementioned Kia Soul. 's parents stated the Kia Soul has been having mechanical issues 

since Sunday 1/22/2023 which caused  to go into a depressive state of mind since. 

's parents advised  has been making broad suicidal statements of wanting to die and 

wanting to kill himself since Sunday.  never explained a means of committing suicide or 

made any direct threats.  advised Deputies they should await his arrival before 

attempting to make entry into the residence out of fear of 's and the Sheriff's Office 

personnel safety due to 's access to various amounts of unknown handguns, rifles, and 

ammunition within the residence.  advised  has a CCW permit in his possession. 
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 advised that he went into 's room last night and saw 's phone open with a 

message to and unknown " ". The message stated if something were to happen to 

  will be left his possessions. The message details are unclear at this time and 

's identity is still unconfirmed. 

Detective Greg Lariscy (S493) with the State Fire Marshal arrived on scene to conduct a fire/ 

arson investigation see Agent State Fire Marshal case# 23-345 for additional details. 

A county wide BOLO was created for  's phone number was pinged and revealed 

's phone number being within 500 meters from his residence.  refused to answer any 

attempts to call or text him. 

 arrived on scene and completed an agency issued voluntary consent to search form for 

his residence. A drone operator arrived on scene along with command staff and several agency 

resources in order to locate  

Deputies attempted to make entry into the residence. Upon approaching the residence Deputies 

discovered the unlocked door was now locked. Due to negative results at the residence Deputies 

retreated to cover and entered  in as missing and endangered with a Baker Act hold in 

place, via TTY by operator Taylor# 9574. 

A search reveled  is currently a CCW holder. 

An RPO was completed. 

Case Status: Active 
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